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This volume is a comprehensive and detailed survey of music and musical life of the entire Soviet era, from 1917 to 1991, which
takes into account the extensive body of scholarly literature in Russian and other major European languages. In this considerably
updated and revised edition of his 1998 publication, Hakobian traces the strikingly dramatic development of the music created by
outstanding and less well-known, ‘modernist’ and ‘conservative’, ‘nationalist’ and ‘cosmopolitan’ composers of the Soviet era.
The book’s three parts explore, respectively, the musical trends of the 1920s, music and musical life under Stalin, and the socalled ’Bronze Age’ of Soviet music after Stalin’s death. Music of the Soviet Era: 1917–1991 considers the privileged position of
music in the USSR in comparison to the written and visual arts. Through his examination of the history of the arts in the Soviet
state, Hakobian’s work celebrates the human spirit’s wonderful capacity to derive advantage even from the most inauspicious
conditions.
The games comprised gladiatorial fights, staged animal hunts (venationes) and the executions of convicted criminals and
prisoners of war. Besides entertaining the crowd, the games delivered a powerful message of Roman power: as a reminder of the
wars in which Rome had acquired its empire, the distant regions of its far-flung empire (from where they had obtained wild beasts
for the venatio), and the inevitability of Roman justice for criminals and those foreigners who had dared to challenge the empire's
authority. Though we might see these games as bloodthirsty, cruel and reprehensible condemning any alien culture out of hand for
a sport that offends our sensibilities smacks of cultural chauvinism. Instead one should judge an ancient sport by the standards of
its contemporary cultural context. This book offers a fascinating, and fair historical appraisal of gladiatorial combat, which will bring
the games alive to the reader and help them see them through the eyes of the ancient Romans. It will answer questions about
gladiatorial combat such as: What were its origins? Why did it disappear? Who were gladiators? How did they become gladiators?
What was there training like? How did the Romans view gladiators? How were gladiator shows produced and advertised? What
were the different styles of gladiatorial fighting? Did gladiator matches have referees? Did every match end in the death of at least
one gladiator? Were gladiator games mere entertainment or did they play a larger role in Roman society? What was their political
significance?
Spartak - voennoplennyy rab, kotoryy boretsya za prava ugnetennykh. Dolgie gody svoey zhizni on posvyatil etomu delu. Posle
mnogoletney podgotovki boytsov-gladiatorov, vosstanie iz idei, abstraktnogo zamysla voploshchaetsya v real'nost'. Spartak vedet
za soboy k svobode sotni tysyach lyudey. On polnost'yu otdaetsya svoemu delu, i idet do kontsa. Avtor predstavlyaet nam
glavnogo geroya, ne prosto kak predvoditelya buntovshchikov - on predstaet pered chitatelyami kak chelovek, zhivushchiy
isklyuchitel'no dlya drugikh i radi drugikh. Spartak posvyatil vsego sebya delu osvobozhdeniya i, ne smotrya na eto, ne stal
fanatichnym zalozhnikom idei. On postoyanno dumaet o svoikh lyudyakh, somnevaetsya v svoem reshenii nachat' etu voynu,
ponimaet, chto skoree vsego, ego lyudey zhdet strashnaya smert' vo imya dela svobody. Moral'nye kachestva etogo cheloveka ne
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mogut ne vyzyvat' voskhishcheniya u chitatelya. Spartak pobedil - on umer svobodnym i schastlivym chelovekom, na pole boya,
kak podobaet velikomu voinu, srazhayas' za pravoe delo, bez okov na rukakh i nogakh. Razve eto ne pobeda - umeret'
svobodnym chelovekom?Zhenshchiny vokrug Spartaka (ego sestra, vozlyublennaya Valeriya i poklonnitsa-mstitel'nitsa Evtibida)
dobavili romanticheskikh krasok v povestvovanie, privnesli liriki i emotsional'nosti drugogo plana. Chto poshlo na pol'zu zhivomu
opisaniyu velikogo vosstaniya.Eto, konechno, romantizm vo vsey krase. Esli geroy - to smelyy-blagorodnyy-prekrasnyy, esli
lyubov' - to bezumnaya strast', esli nenavist' - to ubiystvennaya... Stil' sootvetstvuyushchiy: vse eti o, moya vozlyublennaya
Valeriya!, - kazalos' by, chereschur uzh pritorny. No stranno - v ETOY knige, etot stil' stol' organichno vpleten v tkan'
povestvovaniya, chto ne voznikaet i teni somneniya, o vozmozhnosti obshcheniya geroev na inom urovne. Byt' mozhet, o velikikh
sobytiyakh i velikikh lyudyakh tak i nadlezhit rasskazyvat'?I eshche odno zamechanie. Dzhordzh Oruell kak to skazal: Vsya
voennaya propaganda, vse kriki, lozh' i nenavist', iskhodyat vsegda ot lyudey, kotorye na etu voynu ne poydut. Chitaya Spartaka
dumaesh' o tom, kakie ran'she byli lidery. Vozhdi, imeyushchie v svoem serdtse ogon', znayushchie, za chto oni b'yutsya i
umeyushchie vselit' svoyu veru v svoikh soratnikov, vozhdi, srazhayushchiesya za svoyu veru v pervykh ryadakh. Rech' ne tol'ko o
Spartake i ego soratnikakh. Rech' i o slavnykh rimlyanakh, prostykh legionerakh i patritsiyakh po rozhdeniyu, srazhayushchikhsya
s vosstavshimi i lichno b'yushchikhsya za delo, v pravote kotorogo oni uvereny. Otdayushchikh ne tol'ko chuzhie, no i sobstvennye
zhizni, bez trepeta prinimayushchikh pobedu ili porazhenie i zasluzhennoe nakazanie. Chest', khvala i vechnaya slava takim
lyudyam.Pust' sud'ba rassudit, kto iz nikh byl prav.
The collected essays in this volume focus on the presentation, representation and interpretation of ancient violence – from war to
slavery, rape and murder – in the modern visual and performing arts, with special attention to videogames and dance as well as
the more usual media of film, literature and theatre. Violence, fury and the dread that they provoke are factors that appear
frequently in the ancient sources. The dark side of antiquity, so distant from the ideal of purity and harmony that the classical
heritage until recently usually called forth, has repeatedly struck the imagination of artists, writers and scholars across ages and
cultures. A global assembly of contributors, from Europe to Brazil and from the US to New Zealand, consider historical and
mythical violence in Stanley Kubrick's Spartacus and the 2010 TV series of the same name, in Ridley Scott's Gladiator, in the work
of Lars von Trier, and in Soviet ballet and the choreography of Martha Graham and Anita Berber. Representations of Roman
warfare appear in videogames such as Ryse: Son of Rome and Total War, as well as recent comics, and examples from both
these media are analysed in the volume. Finally, interviews with two artists offer insight into the ways in which practitioners
understand and engage with the complex reception of these themes.
'Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness' is perhaps the most famous phrase of all in the American Declaration of Independence.
Thomas Jefferson's momentous words are closely related to the French concept of 'liberte, egalite, fraternite'; and both ideas
incarnate a notion of freedom as inalienable human right that in the modern world we expect to take for granted. In the ancient
world, by contrast, the concepts of freedom and equality had little purchase. Athenians, Spartans and Romans all possessed
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slaves or helots (unfree bondsmen), and society was unequal at every stratum. Why, then, if modern society abominates slavery,
does what antiquity thought about serfdom matter today? Page duBois shows that slavery, far from being extinct, is alive and well
in the contemporary era. Slaves are associated not just with the Colosseum of ancient Rome but also with Californian labour
factories and south Asian sweatshops, while young women and children appear increasingly vulnerable to sexual trafficking.
Applying such modern experiences of bondage (economic or sexual) to slavery in antiquity, the author explores the writings on the
subject of Aristotle, Plautus, Terence and Aristophanes. She also examines the case of Spartacus, famous leader of a Roman
slave rebellion, and relates ancient notions of liberation to the all-too-common immigrant experience of enslavement to a
globalized world of rampant corporatism and exploitative capitalism.
Out of Athens sets ancient Greek culture next to the global ancient world of Vedic India, the Han dynasty in China, and the
empires that survived Alexander the Great.--Publisher description.
Born in Budapest in 1905, Arthur Koestler was a pivotal European writer and intellectual who inspired, provoked, and intrigued in
equal measure. Koestler wrote enduring works of reportage and memoir, but he is most famous for his political novel Darkness at
Noon, which received widespread international acclaim. In Arthur Koestler, Edward Saunders offers a fresh and clear-eyed
account of the life and work of an enigmatic, challenging writer who continues to polarize opinion today. Saunders sketches
Koestler as a leading documentarian of some of the key moments in twentieth-century European history, showing the remarkable
ways that he was able to stage himself as a witness to them. Saunders explores Koestler’s struggle with his Jewish identity,
outlines his ideas on the theory of science and the ways he tried to imagine the future of science and humankind, and directly
engages with the controversial claims of sexual violence that have emerged in the years following Koestler’s suicide.
Differentiating the life Koestler led from the story he wanted to tell about it and various ways the public has influenced his
reputation after his death, this book offers a balanced portrait of a vibrant figure in twentieth-century arts and letters.
"In an eclectic career spanning four decades, Italian director Riccardo Freda (1909-1999) produced films of remarkable technical
skill and powerful visual style. This book covers his life and career for the first time in English, with detailed analyses of his films
and exclusive interviews with his collaborators and family"-The revolutionary ideals of equality, communal living, proletarian morality, and technology worship, rooted in Russian utopianism,
generated a range of social experiments which found expression, in the first decade of the Russian revolution, in festival, symbol,
science fiction, city planning, and the arts. In this study, historian Richard Stites offers a vivid portrayal of revolutionary life and the
cultural factors--myth, ritual, cult, and symbol--that sustained it, and describes the principal forms of utopian thinking and
experimental impulse. Analyzing the inevitable clash between the authoritarian elements in the Bolshevik's vision and the
libertarian behavior and aspirations of large segments of the population, Stites interprets the pathos of utopian fantasy as the key
to the emotional force of the Bolshevik revolution which gave way in the early 1930s to bureaucratic state centralism and a
theology of Stalinism.
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Brought vividly to life on screen, the myth of ancient Rome resonates through modern popular culture. Projecting the Past
examines how the cinematic traditions of Hollywood and Italy have resurrected ancient Rome to address the concerns of the
present. The book engages contemporary debates about the nature of the classical tradition, definitions of history, and the place of
the past in historical film.
Everyone has heard of George Balanchine. Few outside Russia know of Leonid Yakobson, Balanchine's contemporary, who
remained in Lenin's Russia and survived censorship during the darkest days of Stalin. Like Shostakovich, Yakobson suffered for
his art and yet managed to create a singular body of revolutionary dances that spoke to the Soviet condition. His work was often
considered so culturally explosive that it was described as like a bomb going off.” Based on untapped archival collections of
photographs, films, and writings about Yakobson's work in Moscow and St. Petersburg for the Bolshoi and Kirov ballets, as well as
interviews with former dancers, family, and audience members, this illuminating and beautifully written biography brings to life a
hidden history of artistic resistance in the USSR through this brave artist, who struggled against officially sanctioned anti-Semitism
while offering a vista of hope.
Spartacus, the Thracian gladiator turned rebel leader, endures as a near-mythic hero who fought for the oppressed against a
Roman oligarchy built on the backs of slave labor. The image of Spartacus as a noble if doomed avenger is familiar and his story
has been retold through history as a cautionary tale about social injustice. The television series Spartacus takes a different view,
with a violent depiction of the man and his times and a focus on the archetype of the gladiator—powerful, courageous and
righteous. This collection of new essays studies the series as an exploration of masculinity. In the world of Spartacus, men jockey
for social position, question the nature of their lives, examine their relationships with women and with each other, and explore their
roles in society and the universe. The series also offers a compelling study of the composite nature of historical narrative in
television and film, where key facts from original sources are interwoven with period embellishments, presenting audiences with a
history and a fiction whose lines remain blurred by a distant yet all-too-familiar past.
In The CLassics and Children's Literature between West and East a team of contributors from different continents offers a survey
of the reception of Classical Antiquity in children’s and young adults’ literature by applying regional perspectives.
In 72 B.C., in the heart of Rome's Mediterranean empire, a slave named Spartacus ignited one of the most violent episodes of
slave resistance in the history of the Roman Empire - indeed in the world annals of slavery. This volume organizes original
translations of 80 Greek and Latin sources into topical chapters that look at the daily lives of slaves trained as gladiators and those
who labored on farms in Italy and Sicily, including accounts of revolts that preceded and anticipated that of Spartacus. In a
carefully crafted introductory essay, Shaw places Spartacus in the broader context of first and second century B.C. Rome, Italy
and Sicily and explains why his story continues to be a popular symbol of rebellion today. The volume also includes a glossary,
chronology, selected bibliography, three maps, an annotated list of ancient writers, and questions for consideration.
In Film and the Classical Epic Tradition, Joanna Paul explores the relationship between films set in the ancient world and the classical epic
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tradition, arguing that there is a meaningful connection between the literary and cinematic genres. This relationship is particularly apparent in
films which adapt classical epic texts for the screen, such as Ulysses, Troy, O Brother Where Art Thou, and Jason and the Argonauts.
Beginningwith an assessment of the films, Paul discusses a variety of themes, such as heroism and kleos, the depiction of the gods, and
narrative structure. She then considers a series of case-studies of Hollywood historical epics which further demonstrate the ways in which
cinema engages with the themes of classical epic. The concludingchapters look at common tropes surrounding epic, especially focusing on
the performance of epic in the ancient and modern worlds, its perceived social role, and the widespread parody of epic in both literature and
cinema. Through this careful consideration of how epic can manifest itself in different periods and cultures, we learn how cinema makes a
powerful claim to be a modern vehicle for a very ancient tradition.
Lexicon op belangrijke personen en gebeurtenissen uit de klassieke geschiedenis die als onderwerp dienden voor latere westerse kunst.
The texts, images and events of the ancient world have been used both as sources of authority and exploitation in politics, culture and society
and as icons of resistance and contest. How classical culture is transplanted into new contexts, how texts are translated and performed and
how Greek and Roman values are perceived and used continues to be a force in current debates. The main concepts and explanatory
frameworks used in the field are introduced through chapters on reception within antiquity and case studies of more recent receptions from
Africa, the Caribbean, Europe and the USA. The book will be of use to all those interested in the relationship between the arts, culture and
society as well as to students and teachers of classical subjects and of literature, drama, film and comparative cultural studies.
Grâce à une enquête merveilleusement documentée et enrichie d'un éclairant cahier photos, Simon Morrison livre un document électrique
sur la face cachée d'un joyau qui, depuis toujours, déchaîne les passions. Comme va la Russie, ainsi va le Bolchoï. Simon Morrison Le
Bolchoï : Le Lac des cygnes, Casse-Noisette, Prokofiev, Chostakovitch, les prouesses de Maïa Plissetskaïa, un corps de ballet éblouissant
de perfection, des costumes luxueux, le faste des soirées mondaines, les grandes heures de l'ère impériale. Le Bolchoï : Catherine de
Russie, Alexandre III, Nicolas II, mais aussi la révolution bolchévique, la création de l'URSS par le premier Congrès des Soviets, le règne
stalinien... Le plus beau théâtre du monde comme le témoin de l'Histoire d'un pays. Derrière les portes de ce lieu mythique se jouent
également des intrigues sulfureuses, des amours impossibles, des trahisons, des affaires de corruption, des assassinats. En 2013 encore,
les tensions sont telles que Sergueï Filine, directeur artistique, subit une attaque à l'acide de la part d'un danseur qui souhaitait venger sa
compagne...
A People’s History of Classics explores the influence of the classical past on the lives of working-class people, whose voices have been
almost completely excluded from previous histories of classical scholarship and pedagogy, in Britain and Ireland from the late 17th to the
early 20th century. This volume challenges the prevailing scholarly and public assumption that the intimate link between the exclusive
intellectual culture of British elites and the study of the ancient Greeks and Romans and their languages meant that working-class culture was
a ‘Classics-Free Zone’. Making use of diverse sources of information, both published and unpublished, in archives, museums and libraries
across the United Kingdom and Ireland, Hall and Stead examine the working-class experience of classical culture from the Bill of Rights in
1689 to the outbreak of World War II. They analyse a huge volume of data, from individuals, groups, regions and activities, in a huge range of
sources including memoirs, autobiographies, Trade Union collections, poetry, factory archives, artefacts and documents in regional
museums. This allows a deeper understanding not only of the many examples of interaction with the Classics, but also what these cultural
interactions signified to the working poor: from the promise of social advancement, to propaganda exploited by the elites, to covert and overt
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class war. A People’s History of Classics offers a fascinating and insightful exploration of the many and varied engagements with Greece
and Rome among the working classes in Britain and Ireland, and is a must-read not only for classicists, but also for students of British and
Irish social, intellectual and political history in this period. Further, it brings new historical depth and perspectives to public debates around the
future of classical education, and should be read by anyone with an interest in educational policy in Britain today.
Russia possesses one of the richest and most admired literatures of Europe, reaching back to the eleventh century. A History of Russian
Literature provides a comprehensive account of Russian writing from its earliest origins in the monastic works of Kiev up to the present day,
still rife with the creative experiments of post-Soviet literary life. The volume proceeds chronologically in five parts, extending from Kievan
Rus' in the 11th century to the present day.The coverage strikes a balance between extensive overview and in-depth thematic focus. Parts
are organized thematically in chapters, which a number of keywords that are important literary concepts that can serve as connecting motifs
and 'case studies', in-depth discussions of writers, institutions, and texts that take the reader up close and. Visual material also underscores
the interrelation of the word and image at a number of points, particularly significant in the medieval period and twentieth century. The History
addresses major continuities and discontinuities in the history of Russian literature across all periods, and in particular bring out transhistorical features that contribute to the notion of a national literature. The volume's time-range has the merit of identifying from the early
modern period a vital set of national stereotypes and popular folklore about boundaries, space, Holy Russia, and the charismatic king that
offers culturally relevant material to later writers. This volume delivers a fresh view on a series of key questions about Russia's literary history,
by providing new mappings of literary history and a narrative that pursues key concepts (rather more than individual authorial careers). This
holistic narrative underscores the ways in which context and text are densely woven in Russian literature, and demonstrates that the most
exciting way to understand the canon and the development of tradition is through a discussion of the interrelation of major and minor figures,
historical events and literary politics, literary theory and literary innovation.
SpartacusSpartacus. Rise of the GladiatorsHistorical Tale of the Roman EraCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform

Shakespeare and Crisis: One hundred years of Italian narratives explores how Shakespeare intervened in the Italian socio-political
and cultural scene between his third and fourth centenaries, at times which were manifestly perceived as ‘critical’. It asks which
complex mythopoietic processes contributed to shaping regimes of reading Shakespeare in response to those times of crisis.
Crises of national identity during the Great War and the Fascist regime, crises of history in the 1970s, and crises of representation
in the second half of the twentieth century extending into the new millennium constitute the three main areas of a discussion that
ultimately aims at probing into the role of literature at times of crisis. The volume situates itself at the juncture of European
Shakespeare studies and studies of Shakespeare and Italy. It addresses essential questions about the position of literature in
society, offering at different levels new insights for scholars, students, and the general reader.
Classical ballet was perhaps the most visible symbol of aristocratic culture and its isolation from the rest of Russian society under
the tsars. In the wake of the October Revolution, ballet, like all of the arts, fell under the auspices of the Soviet authorities. In light
of these events, many feared that the imperial ballet troupes would be disbanded. Instead, the Soviets attempted to mold the
former imperial ballet to suit their revolutionary cultural agenda and employ it to reeducate the masses. As Christina Ezrahi’s
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groundbreaking study reveals, they were far from successful in this ambitious effort to gain complete control over art. Swans of the
Kremlin offers a fascinating glimpse at the collision of art and politics during the volatile first fifty years of the Soviet period. Ezrahi
shows how the producers and performers of Russia’s two major troupes, the Mariinsky (later Kirov) and the Bolshoi, quietly but
effectively resisted Soviet cultural hegemony during this period. Despite all controls put on them, they managed to maintain the
classical forms and traditions of their rich artistic past and to further develop their art form. These aesthetic and professional
standards proved to be the power behind the ballet’s worldwide appeal. The troupes soon became the showpiece of Soviet
cultural achievement, as they captivated Western audiences during the Cold War period. Based on her extensive research into
official archives, and personal interviews with many of the artists and staff, Ezrahi presents the first-ever account of the inner
workings of these famed ballet troupes during the Soviet era. She follows their struggles in the postrevolutionary period, their peak
during the golden age of the 1950s and 1960s, and concludes with their monumental productions staged to celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary of the revolution in 1968.
On the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution, the epic story of an enormous apartment building where Communist true
believers lived before their destruction The House of Government is unlike any other book about the Russian Revolution and the
Soviet experiment. Written in the tradition of Tolstoy's War and Peace, Grossman’s Life and Fate, and Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag
Archipelago, Yuri Slezkine’s gripping narrative tells the true story of the residents of an enormous Moscow apartment building
where top Communist officials and their families lived before they were destroyed in Stalin’s purges. A vivid account of the
personal and public lives of Bolshevik true believers, the book begins with their conversion to Communism and ends with their
children’s loss of faith and the fall of the Soviet Union. Completed in 1931, the House of Government, later known as the House
on the Embankment, was located across the Moscow River from the Kremlin. The largest residential building in Europe, it
combined 505 furnished apartments with public spaces that included everything from a movie theater and a library to a tennis
court and a shooting range. Slezkine tells the chilling story of how the building’s residents lived in their apartments and ruled the
Soviet state until some eight hundred of them were evicted from the House and led, one by one, to prison or their deaths. Drawing
on letters, diaries, and interviews, and featuring hundreds of rare photographs, The House of Government weaves together
biography, literary criticism, architectural history, and fascinating new theories of revolutions, millennial prophecies, and reigns of
terror. The result is an unforgettable human saga of a building that, like the Soviet Union itself, became a haunted house, forever
disturbed by the ghosts of the disappeared.
Just Assassins examines terrorism as it’s manifested in Russian culture past and present, with essays devoted to Russian
literature, film, and theater; historical narrative; and even amateur memoir, songs, and poetry posted on the Internet. Along with
editor Anthony Anemone’s introduction, these essays chart the evolution of modern political terrorism in Russia, from the
Decembrist uprising to the horrific school siege in Beslan in 2004, showing how Russia’s cultural engagement with its legacy of
terrorism speaks to the wider world.
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"This biography of the young Stalin is more than the story of how a revolutionary was made: it is the first serious investigation,
using the full range of Russian and Georgian archives, to explain Stalin's evolution from a romantic and idealistic youth into a
hardened political operative. Suny takes seriously the first half of Stalin's life: his intellectual development, his views on issue of
nationalities and nationalism, and his role in the Social Democratic debates of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
This book narrates an almost tragic downfall; we see Stalin transform from a poor provincial seminarian, who wrote romantic
nationalist poetry, into a fearsome and brutal ruler. Many biographers of Stalin turn to shallow psychological analysis in seeking to
explain his embrace of revolution, focusing on the beatings he suffered at the hands of his father or his hero-worship of Lenins, or
sensationalizing Stalin's involvement in violent activity. Suny seeks to show Stalin in the complex context of the oppressive tsarist
police-state in which he lived and debates and party politics that animated the revolutionary circles in which he moved. Though
working from fragmentary evidence from disparate sources, Suny is able to place Stalin in his intellectual and political context and
reveal, not only a different analysis of the man's psychological and intellectual transformation, but a revisionist history of the
revolutionary movements themselves before 1917"-This unique literary study of Yiddish children's periodicals casts new light on secular Yiddish schools in America in the first half of
the twentieth century. Rejecting the traditional religious education of the Talmud Torahs and congregational schools, these Yiddish
schools chose Yiddish itself as the primary conduit of Jewish identity and culture. Four Yiddish school networks emerged, which
despite their political and ideological differences were all committed to propagating the Yiddish language, supporting social justice,
and preparing their students for participation in both Jewish and American culture. Focusing on the Yiddish children's periodicals
produced by the Labor Zionist Farband, the secular Sholem Aleichem schools, the socialist Workmen's Circle, and the Ordn
schools of the Communist-aligned International Workers Order, Naomi Kadar shows how secular immigrant Jews sought to pass
on their identity and values as they prepared their youth to become full-fledged Americans.
This volume focuses on the reception of antiquity in the performing and visual arts from the Renaissance to the twenty-first
century. It explores the tensions and relations of gender, sexuality, eroticism and power in reception. Such universal themes
dictated plots and characters of myth and drama, but also served to portray historical figures, events and places from Classical
history. Their changing reception and reinterpretation across time has created stereotypes, models of virtue or immoral conduct,
that blend the original features from the ancient world with a diverse range of visual and performing arts of the modern era.The
volume deconstructs these traditions and shows how arts of different periods interlink to form and transmit these images to
modern audiences and viewers. Drawing on contributions from across Europe and the United States, a trademark of the book is
the inclusive treatment of all the arts beyond the traditional limits of academic disciplines.
Written by leading figures in the field, A Companion to Italian Cinema re-maps Italian cinema studies, employing new perspectives
on traditional issues, and fresh theoretical approaches to the exciting history and field of Italian cinema. Offers new approaches to
Italian cinema, whose importance in the post-war period was unrivalled Presents a theory based approach to historical and
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archival material Includes work by both established and more recent scholars, with new takes on traditional critical issues, and
new theoretical approaches to the exciting history and field of Italian cinema Covers recent issues such as feminism, stardom,
queer cinema, immigration and postcolonialism, self-reflexivity and postmodernism, popular genre cinema, and digitalization A
comprehensive collection of essays addressing the prominent films, directors and cinematic forms of Italian cinema, which will
become a standard resource for academic and non-academic purposes alike
Using previously unpublished correspondence and personal journal entries from screenwriter Abraham Polonsky, neglected
notices in Variety and other Hollywood trade publications, and a variety of published sources, this narrative backstory of rival
movie productions of The Gladiators vs Spartacus documents that intense competition with greater precision and clarity than any
other existing account. The key role that this little-known chapter of Hollywood's blacklist history played, in connection with Dalton
Trumbo's successful effort to win screen credit for Spartacus, is now for the first time available to film historians and lay readers. A
companion study, Volume 2, is devoted to Abraham Polonsky’s rediscovered screenplay.
Produced in Italy from the turn of the 20th century, "sword and sandal" or peplum films were well received in the silent era and
attained great popularity in the 1960s following the release of Hercules (1959), starring Mr. Universe Steve Reeves. A global craze
for Bronze Age fantasy-adventures ensued and the heroic exploits of Hercules, Maciste, Samson and Goliath were soon a
mainstay of American drive-ins and second-run theaters (though mainly disparaged by critics). By 1965, the genre was eclipsed by
the spaghetti western, yet the 1960s peplum canon continues to inspire Hollywood epics. This filmography provides credits, cast
and comments for dozens of films from 1908 through 1990.
De Varron à Psellos, en passant par Cicéron, Plutarque, Florus, Thémistius, Fréculphe de Lisieux, voici un florilège de textes
grecs et latins avec leur traduction où apparaît, parfois allusivement, le nom de Spartacus. Puis il disparaît... pour ressusciter au
18e siècle et devenir l’emblème de luttes diverses ; c’est aussi cette trajectoire que tente de retracer dans ses grandes lignes ce
volume à travers un choix de textes modernes. Mais la question reste posée : qui était donc Spartacus ?
Gladiator, rebel slave leader, revolutionary: the figure of Spartacus frequently serves as an icon of resistance against oppression
in modern political movements, while his legend has inspired numerous receptions over the centuries in many different media.
With its visually excessive style of graphic sex and CGI-enhanced violence, the four seasons of the premium cable television
series STARZ Spartacus tells the story of the historical Thracian gladiator who led a slave uprising against the Roman Republican
army from 73 to 71 BC. STARZ Spartacus: Reimagining an Icon on Screen is the first scholarly volume to explore the entirety of
this critically acclaimed and commercially successful drama series. This new volume brings together pioneering and provocative
essays written by an international cast of leading classical scholars and experienced media critics. Turning a sharp eye on the
series' historical framework, visual and narrative style, thematic overtones, and interaction with contemporary popular culture, this
volume also engages with the authenticity of the production and considers its place in the tradition of epic films and television
series set in ancient Rome. At once both erudite and entertaining, STARZ Spartacus: Reimagining an Icon on Screen is an
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invaluable resource for both students and scholars eager to confront a new Spartacus, as the hero of the slave revolt is recast for
a twenty-first century audience.
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